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7.1. Introduction 
 
As the study of lexical aspect (or Aktionsart) has extended from the verbal domain to 
the domain of eventuality-denoting nouns, it has become natural to ask to what extent 
the aspectual properties of different verbs are shared by the nouns that derive from those 
verbs. Meinschäfer (2003, 2005), for example, posits that the lexical aspect of a verb is 
preserved under nominalization if the resulting nominal denotes an eventuality and there 
is no independent evidence that the nominalizing morphology consistently induces a 
particular aspectual effect, such as is the case, she argues, with French –ment and 
Spanish –miento.2 We will refer to this claim as the Aspect Preservation Hypothesis 
(hereafter, APH).  

Though the APH might seem like a reasonable null hypothesis concerning the 
relation between verbs and derivationally related nouns (or, as we will generally refer to 
them here, nominalizations), it appears at first to be challenged by what has been said in 
the literature about the lexical aspect of psychological verbs and that of the 
corresponding nouns. Specifically, while it seems clear that not all psych verbs are 
stative (see e.g. Pustejovsky 1988, 1991; Fontana 1991; Treviño 1992; Arad 1998; 
Cabré and Mateu 1998; Parodi and Luján 2000; Landau 2002; Marín and McNally 
2011, and the references cited in these works), it has been widely claimed or assumed 
that all psych nouns are (see e.g. Pesetsky 1995: 71-72).3 

The goal of this paper is to argue that, at least for the case of Spanish, despite initial 
appearances, the relation between psych verbs and nouns is quite systematic and does 
not violate the APH. Crucial to our argument is the fact observation that not all psych 
nouns are derived from verbs; some, like enfado ‘anger’, are underived. Strikingly, 
though we find that various subclasses of psych verbs which can be argued to have 
stative verb stems yield both derived and underived psych nouns, one particular class of 
psych verbs never undergoes nominalization, namely those that can be argued to have 
strictly punctual verb stems, where punctuality is defined as in Marín and McNally 
(2011) (see below for discussion). These latter verbs, we maintain, are not stative. Table 
7.1 summarizes the facts: 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1 We are very grateful to audiences at the Workshop “Events across categories: Theoretical and 
experimental approaches to event structure”, as well as to Peter Svenonius, Gillian Ramchand, and two 
reviewers for Oxford. This research was supported by grants HUM2007-60599 from the Spanish Ministry 
of Science and Education, ANR 07-JCJC-0085-01 from the French Agence Nationale de la Recherche, 
199749/V11 and 199852 from the Norwegian Research Council, and the Fundació ICREA. 
2 Obviously there are various kinds of nominalizing affixes in natural language, most of which, such as 
those that produce agents (e.g. English –er as in player), are not relevant for the issue we are discussing 
here. We will also leave aside all readings of nominalizations which do not directly refer to some sort of 
eventuality (e.g. traducción ‘translation’ to refer to the document resulting from a translation event). 
3 Meinschäfer (2003) is an exception; she does not consider all psych nouns to be stative. 
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Table 7.1: Relation between the semantics of psych verb stems and the (non)existence 
of derived nominals 

 
 Derived psych noun Underived psych noun 
Nonstative psych verb 
stem (e.g. enfadar ‘to 
anger’) 

unattested enfado ‘anger’ 

Stative psych verb stem 
(e.g. aburrir ‘to bore’, 
indignar ‘to upset’, 
interesar ‘interest’) 

aburrimiento ‘boredom’ 
indignación ‘indignation’ 

interés ‘interest’ 

 
 
 

The fact that the gap in Table 7.1 is entirely expected given Marín and McNally’s 
analysis, but is not on other analyses of psych verbs, lends further support to that 
analysis. 

The paper is structured as follows. In section 7.2, we review the aspectual properties 
of the classes of Spanish psych verbs that will be relevant for our discussion. Though 
the facts appear to be very similar in other Romance languages, we will not assume that 
our classification for Spanish will necessarily apply to other languages to the same 
degree or in exactly the same way. In section 7.3, we show that all psych nouns, 
whether derived or underived, are stative and are clearly differentiated from event-
denoting nouns; some of these nouns will appear to be counterexamples to the APH, 
given our claims in section 7.2. In section 7.4, we address the morphosyntactic analysis 
of psych nominalizations, which is crucial background to our analysis of the apparent 
counterexamples; this section includes arguments against two prominent views of psych 
noun derivation that could in principle be adopted for Spanish, namely that in Picallo 
(1991), originally made specifically for Catalan, and that in Pesetsky (1995), which 
largely focused on English. Section 7.5 analyses the problematic facts and proposes to 
solve the apparent counterexamples to the APH by refining the typology of psych verbs. 
We will show that once the classification is refined and the base of the derived noun has 
been correctly identified, all derived psych nouns come from stative verbal forms, just 
as the APH predicts.  

 
7.2. The aspectual variety of psych verbs 
 
The most common classification of psych verbs in the theoretical linguistics literature is 
based on the mapping of their participant roles to grammatical functions. We will use 
this classification to organize our presentation of the data because it is both a familiar 
and a useful way to talk about the subclasses of verbs.  

Psych verbs in the Romance languages, including Spanish, can be divided into the 
following classes according to the syntactic projection of their arguments (see e.g. 
Belletti and Rizzi 1988 for Italian); many verbs belong to more than one class: 
 
(1)  a. Subject experiencer: querer ‘to love’, admirar ‘to admire’, odiar ‘to hate’, temer 

‘to fear’  
 
 b. Dative experiencer: gustar ‘to like’, interesar ‘to interest’, molestar ‘to 
 bother’, preocupar ‘to worry’  
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c. Accusative experiencer: molestar ‘to bother’, preocupar ‘to worry’, espantar ‘to 
frighten’ 

 
 d. se-form subject experiencer: preocuparse ‘to get/be worried’, aburrirse ‘to 
 get/be bored’, enfadarse ‘to get angry’, asustarse ‘to become frightened’  
 
The fact that psych verbs can fall into more than one class raises the obvious question, 
when we want to consider deverbal nouns such as preocupación ‘worry’, of which verb 
form or forms they are derived from. For example, we must decide whether 
preocupación is derived from dative-governing preocupar, accusative-governing 
preocupar, the se-form preocuparse, or some morphologically more basic form, like a 
possibly semantically underspecified bound root (as argued in Pesetsky 1995; see 
below) or verb stem.  

There have been fewer studies of the lexical aspect of psychological verbs in the 
Romance languages, and for Spanish particularly, than there have been of the argument 
structures of such verbs, but certain generalizations concerning the lexical aspect of the 
different classes have been observed, and in general, the facts are not controversial. We 
summarize them briefly here, referring the reader to previous literature for full 
argumentation and details.  

Consider subject experiencer verbs first. The fact that they appear felicitously in the 
simple present tense without a habitual reading, as in (2a), is a strong indicator of their 
stativity. Moreover, they carry an inference of temporal persistence into the past and 
future that Condoravdi (1992) argued to be characteristic of individual-level predicates 
(Carlson 1977), which as a rule are stative (see e.g. Marín 2001 for Spanish data): for 
example, they do not appear felicitously with temporal modifiers such as ayer 
‘yesterday’ except in rather special contexts (see (2b)):4   

 
(2) a. {Odia       / Aborrece   / Teme}     su        libertad. 
      hates   / loathes       / fears           his      freedom     
  ‘He {hates/loathes/fears} his freedom.’ 
 
 b. ??Ayer     {odió       / aborreció     / temió}        su  repentina libertad. 
     yesterday  hated3SG / loathed3SG /  feared3SG   his  sudden     freedom 
 
Meinschäfer (2003, 2005, 2006) reaches the same conclusion for this class of verbs in 
French. Since none of the verbs in this class appears in any of the other classes, and 
since the nominalizations derived from them (e.g. aborrecimiento, ‘loathing’) can be 
easily shown to be stative, they pose no problem for the APH, and we will have nothing 
more to say about them here.  

Along with the subject experiencer verbs, there is a second subclass that we will set 
aside, namely those like gustar ‘to like (lit. please)’, which appear only in the dative 
experiencer configuration (see (3a)), lacking both accusative and se-form counterparts 
(see (3b, c)). Note that the non-generic interpretation of these verbs in the simple 
present tense in (3a) makes it clear that they are also stative: 

 
                                                
4 For ease of reading, we will arbitrarily translate pronouns unspecified for gender/number. For example, 
though we translate odia as ‘he hates’ and su as ‘his’ in (2a), elsewhere in the paper we may translate 
other third person singular verbs with null subjects using ‘she’, and other cases of su as ‘her’ or ‘their’. 
The specific glosses should make clear what information is specifically entailed by the Spanish words in 
question.  
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(3)   a. Esta película  de  Woody Allen  le             gusta.  
 this   film       of   Woody Allen  DAT3SG   likes 
‘She likes this Woody Allen film.’ (more literally: ‘This Woody Allen film 
pleases her’) 
 

    b. *Esta  película de Woody Allen  se  gusta.  
 this    film       of  Woody Allen  RFL3SG  likes 

 
  c. *Esta película  de Woody Allen  lo          gusta. 

 this  film        of  Woody Allen ACC3SG  likes 
 
Again, since these verbs are stative, like the subject experiencer verbs, they present no 
challenge for the APH and will be of no further relevance to us here. 

The remaining verbs can be divided into three subcategories according to their 
distribution. First, there are those like interesar(se) ‘to interest’, which have a se form 
and dative variant, but not an accusative one:  

 
(4)   a. Se           interesa       por  la   política. 

  RFL3SG    interests   by   the politics    
‘He is interested in politics.’ 
 

   b. Le          interesa   la    actuación. 
            DAT3SG    interests  the  performance 

‘He is interested in the performance.’  
 

         c. *Lo         interesa   la     actuación. 
  ACC3SG interests  the   performance 

 
Second, there are verbs such as indignar(se) ‘to become indignant’, that have a se form 
and also occur in both the dative and accusative configurations: 
 
(5)   a. Cuando lo             interrumpes,    se           indigna.  

 when     ACC3SG   interrupt2SG     RFL3SG   gets_indignant 
‘When you interrupt him, he gets indignant.’ 
 

  b. La  situación     le                indigna. 
 the  situation   DAT3SG  get_indignant 
 ‘The situation gets him indignant.’ 
 

         c. Se       lo          dijo  para  indignar=lo. 
 DAT3SG  ACC3SG   said3SG  to  get_indignant=ACC3SG 
‘He said it to him to get him indignant.’ 

 
Verbs appearing in the indirect object experiencer configuration, like the subject 
experiencer verbs in (2) and the dative experiencer verbs in (3a), are generally claimed 
to be stative (cf. Rivero, to appear; Rivero and Frąckowiak 2008 and references therein), 
as their interpretation in the simple present tense in the above examples indicates, 
though unlike subject experiencer verbs, they do not necessarily carry the inference of 
temporal persistence characteristic of most individual level predicates (see e.g. (4b) 
above).  
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Concerning accusative experiencer forms, only those configurations with agentively 
interpreted subjects (cp. the discussion of the frighten class of verbs in English in e.g. 
Tenny 1987, 1988, 1994; Pustejovsky 1988, 1991; and Grimshaw 1990: 21) are 
considered not to be stative, while we assume, following Arad (1999) and Pylkkänen 
(2000) that accusative configurations with nonagentive subjects are stative; crucially, 
there are no verbs having the agentive version and lacking the nonagentive one.5 

Thus, verbs such as those in (4) and (5) and their nominalizations would be 
compatible with the APH if it could be maintained that the nominals are derived either 
from the dative experiencer form or the nonagentive object experiencer form. However, 
Picallo (1991) argues that the source of the nominalizations based on these and other 
psych verbs in Catalan is not the dative form but rather the se-form. We will present 
Picallo’s analysis in section 7.4 and along with arguments against adopting it. 

The last subclass of verbs is the most important, namely those like arrepentirse ‘to 
regret’ or obstinarse ‘to obstinate’, which have only a form with se.  

 
(6)   a. Se       arrepiente    de  sus acciones. 

 RFL3SG  regrets        of   his  actions 
 ‘He regrets his actions.’ 
 

    b. *Le        arrepiente. 
  DAT3SG regrets 
 

         c. *Lo          arrepiente. 
          ACC3SG  regrets 
 
This class is crucial not only because of Picallo’s claim that psych nouns are derived 
from the se-form, but also because Marín and McNally (2011) argue that these verbs are 
not uniformly stative. Specifically, se-form psych verbs fall into two classes which 
Marín and McNally refer to as punctual and nonpunctual and illustrate with the lists in 
(7): 
 
(7)  a.  Punctual: asombrarse ‘to be amazed,’ asustarse ‘to get frightened,’ 
   cabrearse ‘to get really mad,’ enfurecerse ‘to get furious,’ enojarse ‘to get  
  annoyed,’ excitarse ‘to get excited,’ indignarse ‘to become indignant,’  
  mosquearse ‘to get irritated,’ ofenderse ‘to get offended,’ sorprenderse ‘to be  
  surprised’ 
 

b. Nonpunctual: agobiarse ‘to get/feel overwhelmed,’ angustiarse ‘to get/be  
 distressed,’ avergonzarse ‘to get/feel ashamed,’ confundirse ‘to get/be 
 confused,’ distraerse ‘to get/be distracted,’ entretenerse ‘to get/be  

entertained,’ interesarse ‘to get/be interested in,’ molestarse ‘to get/be 
bothered,’ obsesionarse ‘to get/be obsessed,’ preocuparse ‘to get/be worried’ 

 
They argue that, despite the English glosses, and in contrast to what has often been 
assumed or claimed about these verbs (e.g. Smith 1991, McCready and Nishida 2008), 

                                                
5 The analysis of the differences between the accusative and dative variants of these verbs is complicated 
due to the phenomena of leísmo and loísmo in Spanish, i.e., the fact that in some dialects only dative or 
accusative clitic pronouns are systematically used. However, in those dialects of Spanish that maintain a 
clean accusative/dative alternation for these verbs, the accusative version permits an agentive subject, as 
indicated by the acceptability of modification by a volitional adverb, while the dative alternant does not. 
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neither subclass denotes a change of state; in this respect, these verbs differ from their 
counterparts in English such as to get angry. Several diagnostics show that the 
nonpunctual verbs are stative; we mention only one here, namely that they can have a 
nongeneric interpretation in the simple present, as in (8): 
 
(8)    a. Se         preocupa  por  el   futuro de sus  hijos.  
      RFL3SG worries     for   the future of  her children 

 ‘She is worried (now) about the future of her children.’ 
 

 b. El  niño se         aburre. 
      the  boy  RFL3SG bores 

    ‘The boy is bored (now).’ 
 
Note that, in contrast, change of state verbs such as congelarse ‘to freeze’ or abrirse ‘to 
open’, only have an iterative, habitual, generic, or historical present interpretation in the 
present tense. 
 
(9) a.  El  agua  se   congela. 
                the  water  RFL3SG freezes 
     ‘Water freezes/?The water freezes.’ 
 
 b. La  puerta  se   abre. 
     the  door  RFL3SG opens 
    ‘The door opens.’ 
 
The difference between nonpunctual se-form psych verbs and ordinary stative verbs is 
that the former must include reference to an initial interval of the state described, rather 
than being able to refer to any arbitrary interval at which the state holds; this condition 
on use is what yields the inchoative feeling these verbs often convey.6 However, Marín 
and McNally (2011) argue at length, based on various contrasts such as that between (8) 
and (9), that these verbs should not be analyzed as true change of state verbs: they do 
not describe the transition from one psychological state to another. If this reasoning is 
correct, it would not be problematic for the APH if nonpunctual se-form psych verbs 
were also a source of psych nouns. 

The problem arises with the punctual se-form psych verbs. Marín and McNally 
propose that the punctual verbs are achievement predicates as defined specifically by 
Piñón (1997), who builds on earlier work by notably Vendler (1967) and Mittwoch 
(1991). These authors, in contrast to e.g. Dowty (1979) and much of the literature on 
achievements, all describe the achievement verbs as absolutely instantaneous; on their 
view, verbs like win, arrive, or end qualify as achievement predicates, but verbs 
denoting changes of state do not.  At least two contrasts between the punctual and 
nonpunctual verbs support such an analysis. First, the punctual verbs lack a nongeneric 
interpretation in the simple present tense, as (10) shows: 

 
(10)      Se       {asombra / asusta}   con   los  fuegos artificiales. 
 RFL3SG   amazes /    frightens with the  fires    artificial 
 ‘He is (generally) {amazed/ frightened} by fireworks.’ 

                                                
6 The reader is referred to Marín and McNally’s paper for full details; space precludes 
discussing anything more than the most relevant details of these verbs here. 
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 Not: ‘He is {amazed/ frightened} (now) by the fireworks.’ 
 
Second, the two subclasses of verbs differ in their interpretation in the progressive. The 
entailments of the nonpunctual verbs in the progressive indicate that they are durative 
and atelic: as its translation indicates, (11a) entails (11b).  
 
(11)   a. Juan    se          está aburriendo. 

 Juan  RFL3SG  is     boring 
   ‘Juan is bored.’  
 
    b. Juan  está  aburrido. 

       Juan  is      bored 
            ‘Juan is bored.’  
 
This is not the case for the punctual verbs, which manifest only what Kearns (2003) 
calls the “preliminary circumstance” interpretation of the progressive (see also Piñón 
1997 for related comments). Thus, (12) does not entail that the dog is frightened, nor 
does it describe any specific process in which the dog is participating; at most, it 
describes some sort of pre-state or phase in which the dog finds itself which has a good 
chance of eventually turning into surprise. 
 
(12)   El   perro se           está    asustando. 
         the dog    RFL3SG  is        scaring 
        ‘The dog is getting (but is not yet) scared.’ 
 
In this and other respects punctual se-form psych verbs contrast with true change of 
state predicates such as congelarse, which do describe specific processes when used in 
the progressive form. 

Piñón formalizes the instantaneousness of achievement predicates by distinguishing 
between the semantic sort of their denotations and that of the denotations of all other 
verbs. Specifically, achievement predicates denote what he calls ‘boundary happenings’ 
– the initial or final boundaries of ordinary eventualities (whether states, processes or 
telic events) –, which he takes to be ontologically distinct from those eventualities 
themselves. Thus, Marín and McNally (2001) argue that the punctual se-form verbs 
denote the initial boundaries of states, but not states themselves.  

If this analysis is correct, and if we were to find psych nominalizations derived from 
punctual se-form verbs, the APH might be called into question.  It is therefore important 
to look carefully at potential cases of this sort and to evaluate the claim that psych 
nouns derive from se-form verbs. However, before turning to these issues, we will first 
review those properties of psych nouns in Spanish that indicate that they do indeed 
denote states. 
 
7.3. The stativity of psych nouns 
 
7.3.1 Contrasts with eventive nouns  
 
It is not difficult to demonstrate that psych nouns do not denote events, as opposed to 
states, given that they are not compatible with any predicate that selects for events or 
otherwise induces eventive interpretations. We offer various examples here. 
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First, psych nouns, unlike nominals describing events, cannot be the subject of tener 
lugar ‘take place’, a standard diagnostic for eventiveness (Godard and Jayez 1994); 
contrast the acceptability of both derived and underived event nouns in (13) with the 
unacceptability both of psych nouns related to verbs that have nonpunctual se-forms and 
those related to verbs that have punctual se-forms, shown in (14a) and (14b), 
respectively. 

 
(13)    Su           {rodaje / operación} tuvo      lugar  en Barcelona. 

POSS3SG  filming/ operation    took3SG  place in  Barcelona 
‘Its {filming / operation} took place in Barcelona.’ 

 
(14)     a. *Su       {aburrimiento / preocupación}tuvo       lugar  en Barcelona. 

    POSS3SG boredom  / worry              took3SG  place in  Barcelona 
 
b. *Su         {asombro         /enfado /  indignación}  tuvo     lugar en Barcelona.7 

     POSS3SG  astonishment / anger  /  indignation    took3SG place in  Barcelona 
 
Second, psych nouns are unacceptable as subjects of verbs that denote properties of 
dynamic eventualities, such as acabar / terminar ‘finish’ and parar ‘stop’, as shown in 
the contrast between (15) and (16). 
 
(15)  Su         {rodaje /   operación} (ya)        ha {terminado / acabado / parado}.  
    POSS3SG  filming / operation   (already) has  finished  /  finished / stopped 

 ‘His {filming/ operation} has already {finished/ stopped}. 
 
(16)  a. *Su         {arrepentimiento/ obsesión} ya         ha {terminado/acabado/parado} 

 POSS3SG  repentance       /  obsession already has  finished/  finished /stopped 
 

b. *Su        {enojo / sobresalto / indignación} (ya)     ha {terminado /acabado /  
POSS3SG  anger /  fright       / indignation    already has finished / finished/  
Parado. 
stopped 

 
For essentially the same reason, psych nouns also reject predicates such as verse 
interrumpido, lit. ‘see (reflexive) interrupted’ (i.e. ‘to be interrupted’), which can only 
apply to dynamic predicates. 
 
(17)    Su         {rodaje /  operación} se          ha  visto  interrumpido/a. 
          POSS3SG filming/ operation   RFL3SG  has seen  interrupted 

 ‘Her {filming / operation} was interrupted.’ 
 
(18)   a. *Su         {aburrimiento/ obsesión}   se         ha   visto  interrumpido. 

  POSS3SG  boredom     / obsession    RFL3SG has seen  interrupted 
         b. *Su         {enfado / sobresalto / indignación} se           ha  visto interrumpido. 

  POSS3SG  anger /  fright   /       indignation    RFL3SG has  seen interrupted 

                                                
7 Some speakers allow an eventive interpretation specifically with enfado, ‘anger’, though it is still 
marked for them. The pragmatic inference that people tend to act or react when they are angry, but not 
when they are e.g. bored or astonished, might be at work here. For speakers that allow Su enfado tuvo 
lugar en Barcelona, ‘Her anger took place in Barcelona’, the sentence is interpreted as ‘The thing he did 
when he was angry happened in Barcelona’.  
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The same sort of contrast appears with the lexicalized noun modifier en curso lit. ‘in 
course’ (i.e., ‘in progress’) as shown in (19)-(20): 
 
(19)  Su          {rodaje   / operación} en curso   va    a   ser un éxito. 

POSS3SG filming / operation    in  course goes to  be a   success 
‘His {filming / operation} in progress will be a success.’ 
 

 (20)  a. *Su          {aburrimiento / desesperación} en curso no  os           va    a  gustar. 
   POSS3SG   boredom      / desperation  in course      no  DAT2PL goes to like 
 

         b. *Su       {asombro        / enojo / indignación} en curso  no os          va    a  gustar 
    POSS3SG astonishment / anger / indignation in course no DAT2PL goes to like 

 
Finally, and somewhat surprisingly, psych nouns cannot be the complement of durante 
‘during’. 
 
(21)   Durante {el   rodaje /  la   operación}, no  hagan  ruido. 

during     the filming / the operation     no make3PL.SUBJ   noise 
‘During the {filming/operation}, don’t make noise.’ 

 
(22)  a. *Durante su {aburrimiento / desesperación}, no hagan       ruido. 

    during  her  boredom     /  desperation          no make3PL.SUBJ noise 
 

b. *Durante su {asombro        / enojo / indignación}, no hagan            ruido. 
    during  her  astonishment / anger / indignation     no make3PL.SUBJ  noise 

 
Consequently, there is substantial evidence to conclude that nouns related to psych 
verbs, whether punctual or nonpunctual, do not behave like nouns denoting events, as 
opposed to states. 
 
7.3.2 Positive diagnostics for stativity 
 
In addition, there are at least three positive diagnostics for the stativity of psych nouns.  

First, just like stative verbs, these nouns manifest the subinterval property (see e.g. 
Bennett and Partee 1978). For example, una obsesión de una semana, ‘an obsession of 
one week’, entails that at all moments during the week in question the obsession holds 
of the experiencer. In contrast, with an event noun like rodaje, ‘filming’, this is not true: 
for example, un rodaje de una semana, ‘a filming of one week’ does not entail that the 
actors and the directors are filming at all moments during the week in question. 

Second, psych nouns appear naturally in the construction un estado de N, ‘a state of 
N’, which explicitly describes the denotation of the N in question as a state (Barque et 
al. 2009). 

 
(23)  a. un estado de {desesperación / obsesión  / preocupación} 

a   state    of   desperation    / obsession / worry 
‘a state of {desperation / obsession / worry}’ 

 
b. un estado   de {asombro     /  enojo / sorpresa / indignación} 
 a   state      of    amazement / anger / surprise /  indignation 
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‘a state of {amazement / anger / surprise / indignation}’ 
 
Unsurprisingly, eventive nominals such as those in (24) cannot occur in this 
construction: 
 
(24)   *un estado de {rodaje  / discusión} 

  a    state   of   filming / discussion 
 
Thirdly, psych nouns are compatible with the expression dar muestras de, lit. ‘to give 
signs of’, i.e. ‘to show signs of,’ a diagnostic we adapt from Kerleroux (2008). 
 
(25)   a. Dio       muestras de {desesperación / preocupación}. 

 gave3SG  signs       of    desperation   /  worry 
‘She showed signs of {desperation / worry}.’ 
 

b. Dio       muestras  de {asombro   / sorpresa / indignación}. 
 gave3SG signs        of    astonishment / surprise / indignation 
‘She showed signs of {astonishment / surprise / indignation}.’ 

 
Though space precludes going into a detailed analysis of the selectional restrictions of 
this expression, an initial hypothesis is that one shows signs of (possessing) a property, 
and properties are aspectually associable with states. Nouns that describe dynamic 
eventualities are not acceptable complements to dar muestras de, as (26) shows (see 
also Barque, et al. 2009): 
 
(26)   *Dio     muestras  de {rodaje /   discusión}. 

gave3SG  signs        of   filming / discussion  
  
Given all of the above evidence, summarized in Table 7.2, we consider it safe to 
conclude that psych nouns denote (psychological) states. 
 
Table 7.2: Summary of behavior on diagnostics for nominal eventivity and stativity 
 

 Psych nouns Event nouns 
tener lugar ‘take place’ − + 
acabar / terminar ‘finish’, parar ‘stop’ − + 
en curso ‘in course’ − + 
derse interrumpido ‘be interrupted’ − + 
durante ‘during’ − + 
Subinterval property + − 
un estado de N ‘a state of N’ + − 
dar muestras de ‘show signs of’ + − 

 
 
Having reviewed the aspectual properties of both psych verbs and nouns, we can now 
examine the relation between them. In the next section we begin this examination with a 
discussion of the morphosyntax of psych nouns. 
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7.4. The morphosyntax of psych nouns 
 
Recall from the discussion in section 7.2 that the challenge for the APH would come 
from nominalizations of punctual se-form psych verbs, since these verbs have been 
argued not to be stative but we have seen evidence in the previous section that the nouns 
related to them are. Since Picallo (1991) has argued that all psych nominalizations in 
Catalan are derived from the se form, we therefore should look especially carefully at 
the nouns related to psych verbs that have punctual se forms.  

In (27a) we present a representative list of these nouns; (27b) provides a 
representative list of nouns related to nonpunctual se-form psych verbs for contrast.  
 
(27) a. asombro ‘astonishment’, susto ‘fright’, cabreo ‘anger’, crispación ‘tension’, 
    enfado ‘anger’, enfurecimiento ‘annoyance’, enojo ‘anger’, excitación 
    ‘excitement’, frustración ‘frustration’, indignación ‘indignation’,  mosqueo  
    ‘anger’, ofensa ‘offense’, ofuscación ‘confusion’, sorpresa ‘surprise’ 
 

b. aburrimiento ‘boredom’, agobio ‘pressure’, angustia ‘anguish’, 
  arrepentimiento ‘repentance’, confusión ‘confusion’, distracción 
 ‘entertainment’, entretenimiento ‘entertainment’, interés ‘interest’, molestia 
  ‘trouble’, ‘obsesión ‘obsession’, preocupación ‘worry, preoccupation’, 
  vergüenza ‘embarrassment’ 

 
However, not all of these nouns will be relevant for the discussion. As noted, the APH 
makes a prediction about derived nouns only; underived nouns are irrelevant. We take 
as an obvious criterion for identifying derived nouns the presence of a theme vowel 
(ThV, e.g. –a- in (28)) and an overt verbal nominalizer such as –miento or –ción. These 
affixes should be good candidates to test the APH, given the observations in Fábregas 
(2010): the latter can combine with verbs of any aspectual class, while Fábregas 
suggests that the former combines with predicates that have an available undergoer role 
(assimilable to a theme role) associated with them.8 Both affixes are, to our knowledge, 
aspect preserving.  
 
(28)   preocup-a    -ción 
 Worry  -ThV-nominalizer 
  ‘worry’ 
  
It is a striking fact that the vast majority of nouns related to psych verbs with a punctual 
se form are underived, while that is not the case for the nouns related to the verbs with a 
nonpuntucal se form. This is in fact exactly what we would expect, given the APH, if 
the punctual se-form verbs denote boundary happenings: they should not be usable to 
derive transparently related nominals that denote states. Once we remove the underived 
psych nouns from the list in (27a), there remain only the five nouns in (29); to our 
knowledge, this list is exhaustive: 
 
(29)  crispación ‘tension’, enfurecimiento ‘annoyance’, excitación ‘excitement’, 

indignación ‘indignation’, ofuscación ‘confusion’  
 
                                                
8 An interesting side observation is that we have not found any case of nominalization of psychological 
verbs formed with –age or –ado/a suffixes, which only combine with dynamic verbs (Fábregas 2010; 
Martin 2010), lending indirect support to the claim that these verbs are not dynamic. 
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The question we must now address is what form of the verb these nominals are related 
to. The two main previous proposals concerning the derivation of psych nominalizations 
are the following: 1) that they derive from a bound root which can only occur in special 
environments (Pesetsky 1995: 69-76) and 2), as mentioned, that they derive from the se 
form of the verb (Picallo 1991). Our proposal will be a variation on Pesetsky’s in the 
sense that the base of the nominalizations is not a fully specified verbal form: we will 
argue that psych nouns ending in –miento and –ción are derived from a partially 
underspecified verbal stem which has not yet combined with the morpheme se.9  

Pesetsky (1995) makes two claims, which are arguably orthogonal to each other. 
The first one is that English psych nouns are derived from a bound root which carries a 
subject experiencer role. The second one is that this root does not contain any causative 
meaning, as the nominal derived from it is never causative. 
 
(30)  [[√SubjExp-predicate V] nominalizer]   (Pesetsky 1995:74) 

[[√annoy V] -ance]→ annoyance 
 
The causative meaning is not introduced by the root; it comes from a null CAUS suffix 
with which the root must combine to yield the object experiencer verb:  
 
(31)  [[√SubjExp-predicate V] ∅CAUS]     (ibid.)  

[[√annoy V] ∅CAUS] → annoy 
 
Pesetsky (1995:71) attributes to Lakoff (1970:126) the observation that verbs like annoy 
in English have noncausative nominalizations. He proposes that “[n]ouns like agitation, 
annoyance, amusement, and surprise are not nominalizations of the causative predicates 
agitate, annoy, amuse, and surprise. Rather, they are nominalizations of corresponding 
noncausative predicates” (Pesetsky 1995: 72). Though Pesetsky never states this 
explicitly in his analysis, the root of psych verbs presumably has to denote a state in his 
analysis, because the English nominalizations derived from these roots never denote 
causative events, but pure states. This claim is compatible with Pesetsky’s proposal that 
the only argument introduced by the root is the experiencer.   

We will adopt Pesetsky’s second claim and its presumable extension, namely that a 
psych verb basically denotes a state. However, we reject Pesetsky’s first claim that the 
nominalization is built on top of a root in Spanish. If the nominalizing suffix combined 
with a root, we would expect there to be no other morphology intervening between the 
base and the nominalizer. However, this is not the case. In (32) we see that there is a 
theme vowel attached to the base that the nominalizer combines with, just as there is in 
(28), above; in other words, the nominalization already carries morphological material 
which is specific from verbs.10  

                                                
9 Note that, following the Monotonicity Hypothesis argued for by Koontz-Garboden (this volume), the 
fact that the se form involves additional morphology suggests that the properties of the bare stem, which 
does not contain this additional morphology, will be closer to those of the non se variant, because that 
version is morphosyntactically closer. In fact, the APH can be viewed as a subcase of the Monotonicity 
Hypothesis. 
10  The claim that the unmarked allomorph of the nominalizer is –ción is standard in the Spanish literature 
(see, among others, Santiago and Bustos 1999: 4532; RAE 2009: 346, §5.2a). Other allomorphs of the 
suffix, such as –ión, are standardly analyzed as phonologically motivated, emerging when the base ends 
in a consonant. This happens in two situations: either when a counterpart of the word already existed in 
Latin and the base in Spanish is nonexistent as a verb (obses-ión, ‘obsession’) or when the base used by 
the nominalization is related to a Latin participle stem (such as explos-ión ‘explosion’, from explotar, ‘to 
explode’). Neither case is productive, i.e. used in neologisms. The first type of case should probably be 
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(32)   preocup-a     -r 
 worry   -ThV-infinitive  

‘to worry’ 
 
Given this fact, we conclude that these psych nouns are derived from a verbal stem 
rather than an abstract root. An additional consideration in adopting the stem analysis is 
that it is compatible with the position defended by Arad (2003) and Borer (2010) 
(contra e.g. Pesetsky 1995 and Marantz 1997) that roots lack meaning until they are 
inserted in a specific morphosyntactic context. Though we will not take a position on 
this claim here, if Arad and Borer are correct, deriving psych verbs and nouns 
independently from the same meaningless root would not shed light on the asymmetry 
between the distribution of derived and underived psych nominals and whether the 
related verb has a punctual or nonpunctual se form.  

In the next section, it will become clear that the aspectual characteristics of psych 
nouns and the se form of the verb, together with the APH, argue against deriving the 
former from the latter; in the remainder of this section, we show that the main 
consideration offered by Picallo (1991, 1999) in favor of such an analysis is not 
sufficient.  

The principal argument Picallo provides for the claim that psych nouns are derived 
from the se form of the verb comes from the fact that the prepositions that introduce the 
trigger of a psychological state are the same in both the nominalization and in the se 
form, as shown in (33) and (34). 
 
(33) a. Juan se          aburre   {por / con} la   economía. 
  Juan  RFL3SG bores       for / with  the economy 
 ‘Juan is bored with economics.’ 
 

b. el     aburrimiento de Juan  {por / con} la   economía 
   the   boredom       of  Juan   for /  with  the economy 
 ‘Juan’s boredom with economics’ 
 
 (34)   a. Juan se          indignó          {por / con} la  noticia. 

 Juan RFL3SG got_indignant  for /  with  the news 
   ‘Juan got indignant at the news.’ 
 
b. la  indignación de Juan  {por / con}  la   noticia 

 the indignation  of Juan   for /  with   the news 
 ‘Juan’s indignation at the news’ 
 
Picallo concludes that the way in which the trigger of the state is syntactically projected 
in the nominalization is copied from the se form of the verb and, therefore, that the noun 
is derived from that form. However, this conclusion is premature.  

There is a very simple alternative explanation for the parallelism in the preposition 
choice in (33)-(34), namely that con and por are systematically chosen to express the 
roles in question, irrespective of the sort of noun or verb they appear with. In (35), we 
provide some examples of nonstative verbs which combine with expressions denoting 

                                                                                                                                          
morphologically unanalyzed in Spanish (in fact, the corresponding verb to obsesión is built over the noun: 
obsesion-a-r); the second type of case appears to involve morphophonological idiosyncrasies of the base.  
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triggers of situations and unconscious causers and which contain precisely these two 
prepositions.  
 
(35)   a. Llegamos  tarde {con /   por} el   frío. 
  arrived1PL  late      with / for   the cold  

 ‘We arrived late because of the cold.’ 
 

b. Juan adelgazó {con /   por} la   dieta. 
   Juan slimmed   with / for    the diet  

 ‘Juan lost weight thanks to the diet.’ 
 
The examples in (36) show that the same prepositions are also allowed with underived 
nouns to express the same kinds of roles. 
 
(36) a. miedo por el   desempleo  
     fear     for the unemployment 
    ‘fear of unemployment’ 
 
 b. pena     con   la   muerte de su   padre 
     sadness with the death   of  his  father 

     ‘sadness at the death of his father’ 
 

Thus these facts offer no particular support for the proposal to derive psych 
nominalizations from the se form of the verb.  

Moreover, if psych nouns were derived from the se form of the verb, they would be 
the only class of verbs in Spanish that are unambiguously derived from a specific form 
of the verb. In general, verbs that have both an (agentless) se and a plain form have 
nominalizations that are semantically compatible with the interpretations of both of 
these forms, suggesting that the nominalization is underspecified semantically in a way 
that the verb is not. For example, in (37a) and (38a), there is no entailment of an 
external cause of the movement or hanging, while in (37b) and (38b), this external cause 
is explicit; the nominalizations in (37c) and (38c) allow both interpretations.11 
 
(37)   a. Los indios                     se          desplazaron a   la    reserva. 

 the  Native_Americans RFL3SG  moved3PL    to  the reservation 
‘The Native Americans moved to the reservation.’ 
 

                                                
11 Of course, the choice of the nominalizing suffix can force a particular interpretation of the base (see 
Fábregas 2010: 75-77). For instance, in (i), where both nouns come from the same verb crecer ‘to grow’, -
miento requires an undergoer interpretation of the internal argument, while -da in (ib) requires a path 
interpretation of the same constituent. 
 
(i) a. el   creci-miento del      niño 

    the grow-th        of_the child  
‘the child’s growth’ 
b. la   creci-da del      río 

     the grow-th of_the river  
‘the river’s flooding’  

 
Interestingly, Fábregas argues that these differences in meaning can only involve the internal argument, 
and not whether or not the verb is interpreted agentively. 
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b. Las autoridades desplazaron a  los indios        a    la   reserva 
   the authorities   moved3PL    to the Native_Americans to  the reservation 

‘The authorities moved the Native Americans to the reservation.’ 
 

c. el    desplazamiento de los indios  
  the   move                of  the Native_Americans 

‘The movement of the Native Americans’ 
 
(38)   a. Juan se            ahorcó. 
  Juan  RFL3SG  hanged 
 ‘Juan hanged himself.’ 
 

b. La  turba ahorcó   a  Juan. 
   the mob   hanged  to Juan 
  ‘The mob hanged Juan.’ 
 

c. el    ahorcamiento de Juan  
   the hanging        of  Juan 

 ‘the hanging of Juan’ 
 
Finally, note that there are psych verbs that lack a se form yet nonetheless nominalize.  
 
(39) a. alucinar(*se) ‘to be amazed’, escocer(*se) ‘to sting’, repugnar(*se), to 

 be disgusted’ 
 
b. alucinamiento ‘amazement’, escocimiento ‘stinging’, repugnancia 
 ‘repugnance’ 

 
It must therefore be possible to derive psych nouns from a form of the verb that lack the 
se morpheme, and in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the simplest analysis 
would be to derive all nouns in the same way. 

Based on the above considerations, we posit that the base of both psych 
nominalizations and those of the verbs in (37) and (38) is bigger than a root but less 
complex than the se form, as in (40). The only morphological pieces that are within the 
scope of the nominalizing suffix are thus the root and the theme vowel which 
categorizes the root as a verb. In the spirit of Pesetsky’s analysis, we assume that the 
only argument that accompanies the stem at this level is the experiencer; thus, in 
principle this stem should be aspectually stative rather than denoting e.g. the causation 
of a psychological state or a change from one state to another.12 
 
(40)   [nP  [VP [√ preocup] -a] -ción]  
 
Like Pesetsky, we will assume that any additional participants associated with the 
nominalization are added by higher heads (e.g. VoiceP; see Kratzer 1996). The 
ambiguity of (37c) and (38c) should follow from this, as the nominalization in principle 
contains no information about any causer/trigger role. If such a role is to be introduced, 

                                                
12 Of course, the verbal stem will also feed additional derivational processes that will yield other verb 
forms (such as the se form); these processes will be responsible for the aspectual variety in psych verbs 
that was discussed in section 7.2.  
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it must appear as a prepositional phrase of a kind which is independently allowed inside 
noun phrases. 

To conclude, we have shown that the data that was used to argue for deriving psych 
nouns from the se form is compatible with an alternative analysis on which psych nouns 
derive from a verb stem associated only with an experiencer role. Now that we have a 
proposal concerning the base for these nominalizations, we can address the potential 
challenge posed by the nouns (e.g., indignación ‘indignation’) derived from psych verbs 
with punctual se forms. 
 
7.5. Psych verbs revisited 
 
The derived nominals in (29), repeated in (41) for convenience, constitute a problem for 
the APH if the corresponding verbs lack a stative counterpart.  
 
(41)  crisparse ‘to get into a state of tension’, escandalizarse ‘to get shocked’,  excitarse 
‘to get excited’, frustrarse ‘to get frustrated’, indignarse ‘to get indignant’, ofuscarse ‘to 
get confused’ 
 
However, in this section we argue that they all do in fact have such a counterpart. 
Moreover, we will present initial evidence that the non se forms of the verbs they are 
related to contrast in a striking fashion with the verbs that have a punctual se form and 
for which there is no derived nominalization. The existence of these derived nominals 
will thus not pose any challenge to the APH. The results are also interesting because 
they indicate that the punctual se-form psych verbs in fact fall into two subclasses based 
on the semantics of their stem.   

We begin by recalling two important characteristics that the punctual se-form psych 
verbs share. First, when they appear in the progressive form, they entail that the subject 
of the predication is not yet in the state described by the verb, as the glosses in (42) 
indicate: 
 
(42)  a. La  sociedad  se           está {crispando       /  indignando}. 

     the  society   RFL3SG  is   getting_tense /   getting_indignant 
      ‘(Our) society is getting (but is not yet) into a state of {tension / indignation}.’ 
 
 b. El   jefe   se           está  {enfadando / asustando}. 

    the  boss  RFL3SG  is        angering   / scaring 
   ‘The boss is getting (but is not yet) angry / frightened.’ 

 
Likewise, the se forms of these verbs, in contrast to that of nonpunctual verbs, only 
have a nonhabitual interpretation in the present tense: 
 
(43) a. La  sociedad se        {crispa           / indigna}         con   estas  situaciones. 

 the  society   RFL3SG  gets_tense   / gets_indignant with these situations 
   ‘Society gets into a state of {tension / indignation} because of these situations.’ 
 
b. El  jefe  se         {enfada / asusta} con   esas  cuestiones. 
    the boss RFL3SG  angers / scares    with these issues 

 ‘The boss gets {angry/ scared} because of these issues.’ 
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However, though the se forms of the verbs related to the nouns in (41) have the same 
behavior as verbs such as enfadarse (which do not have corresponding 
nominalizations), we find interesting differences in the behavior of the non se versions 
of these two groups of verbs. The first involves a contrast in their interpretation in the 
present tense. Consider the examples in (44). 
 
(44) a. Juan enfada   a  María desde hace    dos  meses. 

 Juan  annoys  to María since  makes two months 
 ‘Juan has been making María angry for two months.’ 
 

b. Juan fascina     a   María desde hace    dos  meses. 
 Juan fascinates to María since  makes two  months 
 ‘Juan has been fascinating María for two months.’ 

 
In (44a), the only possible reading is iterative: different things that Juan has done have 
been causing annoyance one after the other for a period of two months. The sentence 
does not describe a single psychological state that has held constantly over two months. 
For this reason, if the trigger of the emotion is an entity that does not perform an 
activity or is subject to change, the sentence becomes odd, as in (45a). In contrast, the 
iterative reading is not forced in (44b); it can describe a single occurrence of a state of 
fascination which has continued uninterrupted for two months; correspondingly, a 
trigger that does not change or perform any activity is perfectly natural with this verb, 
as in (45b). All psych verbs with punctual se forms that have derived nominalizations 
behave like fascinar; all verbs with punctual se forms that lack a derived nominalization 
behave like enfadar. 
 
(45) a. #Esta foto    enfada  a  María  desde hace  dos   meses. 

   This  photo annoys to María  since  makes   two  months 
  ‘This photo has been making María angry for two months.’ 
 

b. Esta foto    fascina  a   María  desde hace   dos   meses. 
  This photo fascinates to María  since  makes two months 
‘This photo has been fascinating María for two months.’ 

 
The same contrast appears between these two classes of verbs in the non se form when 
they appear as complements to seguir ‘continue’: The most salient interpretation of 
(46a) is the iterative one, while (46b) ascribes a continuous state: 
 
(46) a. Ese cuadro sigue      {enfadándo=me / asustándo=me / sorprendiéndo=me}. 

 that picture continues angering=me   / frightening=me/ surprising=me 
   ‘That picture continues to (repeatedly) {anger me / frighten me / surprise me}.’ 
 

     b. Ese cuadro sigue      {excitando=me / indignando=me /            fascinando=me}. 
       that picture continues exciting=me  /  getting_indignant=me /  fascinating=me 

 ‘That picture continues to {excite me / get me indignant/ fascinate me}.’ 
 
The same contrast is even more clearly visible when the psych verb appears as the 
complement to dejar ‘stop’: 
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(47) a. Ese cuadro no  ha   dejado   de {asustar=me  /  enfadar=me / sorprender=me}. 
 that picture not has stopped of   frighten=me /  anger=me  /   surprise=me 
 ‘That picture hasn’t stopped (repeatedly) {frightening me / angering me / 
surprising me}.’ 
 

    b. Ese cuadro no  ha  dejado   de  {excitar=me / indignar=me /        fascinar=me}. 
      that picture   not has stopped of excite=me /  get_indignant=me / fascinate=me 

‘That picture hasn’t stopped {exciting me / getting me indignant / fascinating   
me}.’ 

 
These data show that, once we consider both the se version and the non se version, 
Spanish psych verbs fall into three groups according to their aspectual properties: 1) 
those that are nonstative both in the se and non se forms (e.g. enfadar/enfadarse); 2) 
those that are nonstative in the se form but stative in the non se form (e.g. 
indignar/indignarse), and 3) those that are stative in both forms (e.g. 
preocupar/preocuparse). This array of properties is summarized in the Table 7.3. 
 

Table 7.3: Psych verb classes and aspectuality 
 

Class of verb se form Nonagentive, non se form 
enfadar nonstative nonstative 
indignar  nonstative stative 
preocupar stative stative 

 
In the previous section, we argued that the derived state nouns are not derived from the 
se form but rather from an underspecified verbal stem. The fact that the verbs in the first 
class show no evidence of stativity in either their non se or their se form leads us to 
conclude that there is no reason to think that these verbs have stative stems. In contrast, 
when the verb has a stative non se form, it is reasonable to assume that the base is 
stative, even if the se form is not: the se form is morphologically more complex, and as 
noted in footnote 8, according to the Monotonicity Hypothesis (Koontz-Garboden, this 
volume) we might expect it to be semantically more complex as well. In Dowty’s 
(1979) analysis of the aspectual classes, states were considered the one primitive 
aspectual class, and stative semantic primitives constituted components of the logical 
representations of both achievement and accomplishment predicates. We thus get the 
array of facts in Table 7.4.  
 

Table 7.4: Psych verb stem aspectuality and nominalization 
 

Class of verb Aspectual value of verb 
stem 

Derived state 
noun 

Enfadar nonstative unattested 
indignar  stative attested 
preocupar stative attested 

 
The following generalization concerning Aktionsart and nominal derivation is therefore 
possible: only stative verbal bases generate derived psych nouns. Given that derived 
psych nouns are always stative, this is exactly what the Aspect Preservation Hypothesis 
would lead us to expect, assuming that the hypothesis holds not only for full-fledged 
verbs but also for verb stems. The output of adding morphology to a stative verb stem 
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which simply licenses the addition of information about the cause of the state, or which 
simply changes the syntactic category of the stem from verb to noun, should remain 
stative. However, morphology which is not aspectually neutral, such as, arguably, -se, 
may induce aspectual changes, such as the transformation from a stative verb stem to a 
nonstative se-form verb in the case of the indignar /indignarse class.  

Interestingly, as mentioned earlier, the reverse generalization – that underived state 
nouns necessarily relate to nonstative verbs – does not hold. There are underived psych 
noun related to unquestionably stative psych verbs. Consider, for instance, the 
underived state noun interés ‘interest’. Interesar and interesarse both behave like 
stative verbs, for example in allowing a noniterative, nongeneric interpretation in the 
present tense: 
 
(48)   a. Andrea se       interesa  por  la  política. 

   Andrea RFL3SG interests for  the politics 
 ‘Andrea is interested in politics.’ 
 
b. La política le            interesa  desde hace    años. 

     the politics DAT3SG interests since  makes years 
   ‘Politics has interested her for years.’ 
 
The final results of this section can be summarized in the table that we presented at the 
beginning of this chapter, which we repeat here for convenience.  
 
Table 7.5: Relation between the semantics of psych verb stems and the (non)existence 

of derived nominals 
 
 Derived psych noun Underived psych noun 
Nonstative psych verb 
stem (e.g. enfadar ‘to 
anger’) 

unattested enfado ‘anger’ 

Stative psych verb stem 
(e.g. aburrir ‘to bore’, 
indignar ‘to upset’, 
interesar ‘interest’) 

aburrimiento ‘boredom’ 
indignación ‘indignation’ 

interés ‘interest’ 

 
 
7.6. Conclusion 
 
In this paper we have used what we have called the Aspect Preservation Hypothesis – 
namely the hypothesis that the aspectual properties of verbs are preserved under the 
most semantically innocuous nominalization – in order to better understand the relation 
between Spanish psych verbs and psych nouns. Specifically, by adhering to this 
hypothesis as we have compared the aspectual properties of psych verbs and nouns, we 
have found arguments for deriving psych nominalizations from a verb stem, rather than 
from the se form, as argued by Picallo (1991, 1999), and we have also uncovered a 
previously unappreciated subclassification of the psych verbs. 

In addition, our investigation has yielded an interesting generalization concerning the 
semantics of psych verbs and the existence of derived psych nouns. Specifically, those 
psych verbs that lack a stative verb stem do not have derived nominal counterparts at 
all, while the overwhelming majority of psych verbs that have such a stem do have 
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derived nominal counterparts. It is not obvious why this should be: we might in 
principle expect the nonstative verb stems to yield nonstative nominalizations, just as 
we find nominalizations associated with a wide range of eventive verbs, including 
ostensible achievement predicates such as descubrimiento ‘discovery’. We are 
convinced that an answer to this question will provide new insight into the historically 
problematic achievement class; however, that answer will have to await further 
research.   
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